KAPLAN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES PROGRAM

INTENSIVE ENGLISH

A Kaplan Intensive English program offers a fast, enjoyable and effective way to improve your English language skills, whatever your current language level. You will have the opportunity to accelerate your progress and personalize your course with Specific Skills lessons.

WHY CHOOSE THIS COURSE:

- Guaranteed Progress on any Intensive English booking of 10+ weeks. If you attend classes and complete assignments as required, but don't quite progress a level within 10 weeks, we'll give you an extra 4 weeks of tuition - absolutely free*
- Improve your English to a high level of fluency
- Utilize your new skills during activities and excursions
- Learn with Kaplan's unique K+ curriculum
- Gain access to our online learning materials: K+ Online and K+ Online Extra
- Personalize your course with skill-specific classes
- Fulfill English proficiency requirements to progress to a university or college

COURSE START DATE
Study from 1–52 weeks, with courses starting every Monday (depending on location)

COURSE ENTRY LEVEL
Elementary to Advanced

*Available in the US, UK, Canada and Ireland. For full Terms and Conditions, contact your student advisor or visit our website.
INTENSIVE ENGLISH

PROGRAM DETAILS

COURSE STRUCTURE
Each week you will receive:
− 20 English lessons (15 hours)
− 8 Specific Skills lessons (6 hours)
− 7 Sessions of K+ Online, K+ Learning Clubs, and access to K+ Online Extra
Total: 21 hours + 5.25 hours of K+ per week

Classes can alternate between mornings and afternoons. Your exact timetable will depend on the school of your choice.

ENGLISH CLASSES
Our wide-ranging syllabus will develop your overall linguistic skills, helping you to read, write, understand and speak English with confidence and clarity. Where appropriate, you will use K+ Course Books in the classroom as part of the K+ learning system.

K+(OUR BLENDED LEARNING SYSTEM)
Your K+ sessions will allow you to practise and develop what you have learnt in the classroom with K+ Online, K+ Learning Clubs, and K+ Online Extra

SPECIFIC SKILLS LESSONS VARY FROM SCHOOL TO SCHOOL BUT MAY INCLUDE:
Current Affairs, English for Business, Academic English, TOEFL/IELTS Exam Preparation, Writing and Vocabulary, Speaking and Pronunciation, Idioms, Local Culture, Literature, and Film Studies

NOTES
Learn even faster with an Intensive upgrade
Add an upgrade to your Intensive English package for even more classroom time and extra lessons each week. Customize your course to fit your needs: upgrade your whole course or intensify your training for a while and ease back later.

• Intensive Upgrade – 6 extra hours language training per week
• Super Intensive Upgrade – 9 extra hours language training per week (available in the UK and Ireland only).

Intensive and Super Intensive Upgrade is not available in our Torquay or Bath schools.

COURSE LENGTH
Minimum 1 week

LESSON LENGTH
45 minute lessons

CLASS SIZE
Average 12 (Maximum 15)

MINIMUM AGE
16 years old

LOCATIONS
United Kingdom, Ireland, USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand

CRICOS CODES
This course is registered as Intensive English in Adelaide (CRICOS 078448A), Melbourne (CRICOS 078448A), Brisbane (CRICOS 076215A) and Perth (CRICOS 027587A). In Sydney (CRICOS 077061F) it is registered as Intensive English (Beginner to Advanced).